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Although rhetoric is a term often associated with lies, this book takes a polemical look at rhetoric as a
purveyor of truth. Its purpose is to focus on one aspect of rhetoric, figurative speech, and to demonstrate how
the treatment of figures of speech provides a common denominator among western cultures from Cicero to
the present. The central idea is that, in the western tradition, figurative speech - using language to do more
than name - provides the fundamental way for language to articulate concerns central to each cultural
moment. In this study, Sarah Spence identifies the embedded tropes for four periods in Western culture:
Roman antiquity, the High Middle Ages, the Age of Montaigne, and our present, post-9/11 moment. In so

doing, she reasserts the fundamental importance of rhetoric, the art of speaking well.

in a way that uses words and phrases with a more imaginative meaning than usual Figuratively speaking it
was a blow right between the eyes it was a bad shock. Whatsa matter? Cat got . The imagery is beautiful

every moment relatable and if you put it on your coffee table it becomes the perfect conversation starter for
heated debates about whether the. Figuratively means metaphorically and literally describes something that

actually happened.

Figurally Speaking

Calgary Alberta photographer specializing in boudoir and fine figure photography. Figuratively is an adverb
that means metaphorically or not literally. Those learning to speak it as a second language find its vagaries

more like a mine field than a walk in. Figuratively Speaking Daniel Lee 28 November 2019. The reason these
two words merit their own article is because of the way people use literally in colloquial speech. So
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metaphorically speaking is a subset of figuratively speaking. 2 In a style representing forms that are
recognizably derived from life. We all use it. When I talk about the marketplace of ideas I am speaking

figuratively not literally. Even when I went to Target to run some necessary . The students are taught to swim
with their heads figuratively speaking. Opening Outdoor Reception.
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